
 
 

       
 

         
 
 
 

Key Stage: 3  DURATION:  8 LESSONS 
AIM: In this unit pupils focus on how to use basic principles of attack and defence to plan strategy and tactics for rugby. Pupils will work on 
improving the quality of their skills with the intention of outwitting opponents. In all games activities, pupils think about how to use skills, 
strategies and tactics to outwit the opposition. In year 7 students will acquire the knowledge of how to perform effectively safely in rugby as 
they are introduced to tackling and contact. In year 8 students develop their ability to perform effectively in Rugby League. In year 9 students 
refine their knowledge and understanding of how to perform safely and effectively in Rugby League.   

Prior learning 
 
It is helpful if the pupils have: 

Ø Learnt the basic principles of attack and 
defence. 

Ø Worked in small teams to plan how to play 
Ø Taken different roles in some games, 

including attacker and defender 
Ø Used and kept rules and conventions for 

games 

Language for learning 
 
Through the activities in this unit pupils will be able to 
understand, use and spell correctly words relating to 
rugby. Example principles of attack and defence, 
marking, tackling, scrum & line out. Opportunities for 
pupils to record rules and tactics using ICT. Watch 
video/compare professional game. Communication 
Speaking and Listening. Cooperation & working 
together 

Resources 
 
•  balls (sizes 3 and 4) 
• bibs or bands 
• markers, cones and goals 
• grid areas 
• mini-pitches 

Information on local clubs 

Key Concepts and Processes: 
Outwitting an opponent: 

Pupils will develop the ability to outwit opponents and 
teams using strategies and tactics. Pupils will learn to 
choose, combine and perform rugby skills and begin to 
display consistency in key skills such as tackling, 
playing the ball and passing. 
Pupils should start evaluate their own and others 
performances.  

Making Informed Choices About Healthy, 
Active Lifestyle 

Suggest any rugby clubs within the school timetable 
and promote community links. Highlight the possible 

health benefits gained from taking part in rugby based 
activities and discuss the need to stay healthy and 

active. To be introduced to the type of fitness 
components relevant to rugby and begin to recognize 
how they apply. I.e. Agility, Power, Speed, Muscular 

Endurance, Co-ordination.  

Developing Skills/Performance 
 Pupils will develop the skills necessary to outwit 

opponents. Passing, receiving, tackling and beating an 
opponent will be developed through small sided 

games and conditional situations. Demonstrating high 
quality performances, accurate replication and 

knowledge and understanding of how/why skills and 
tactics are performed in such a way, will be assessed.  

Taxonomy for teaching, learning and assessment.  
 
Remember- Students will be given opportunities to 

Taxonomy for teaching learning and assessment.  
 
Apply- students will be given opportunities to develop 

Taxonomy for teaching, learning and assessment. 
 

Evaluate- students will be given opportunities and 

Scheme of Work: Rugby (League) 



 
 

recall and announce the key points to tackling, passing 
the ball, defending as a line and attacking as a line.  
 
Understand-Students will be given opportunities 
explain how and why skills are performed in the way 
they are. They will also begin to understand basic rules 
such as forward pass and offside.  
 

the skills and techniques they learn in isolation (drill 
situations) and implement and refine them in 
competitive situations (Small sided games).  
 
Analyse- Students will be given opportunities and 
develop the skills/knowledge necessary to peer and 
self-assess progress within lessons. These skills will 
help students critique performance and further show 
enhanced understanding  

develop the skill set to critique their own 
performance/success of a skill and highlight areas of 
improvement. 
 
Create- students will be given opportunities to lead 
sections of lessons and guide students in the 
performance of skills through peer feedback. 

Cross Curricular Links: Literacy (key words), Maths (scoring), Citizenship 
(sportsmanship), Science (bodily functions and healthy lifestyle consequences) 

 Assessment: Q & A, Formative and summative assessment. Peer assessment 
and Self assessment opportunities.  

 
 
Extension & Enrichment 
Out of lessons, at home and in the community, pupils could be encouraged to: 
• practice skills at home 
• take part in school sport, either competitively or socially 
• join clubs in the community and/or use local facilities 
• watch live and recorded matches, to appreciate high-quality performance 
• make up games that focus on improving technique and fitness  
• read rule books and sports reports in newspapers and magazines 
 

Expectations 
After carrying out the activities and core tasks in this unit. 

All pupils will: Show an ability to describe and recall key points for key skills learnt 
across the unit. Be able to choose and use skills that suit the games they play; 
know that they need to prepare safely for games; follow warm-up routines they 
are given with some care; describe what they do best; work on ideas that they 
are given to improve their performance 

Most pupils will: Explain the how techniques are performed and offer suggestions 
as to why they are performed that way. Choose and use combinations of skills 
with confidence, accuracy and consistent quality in most of the games they play; 
use a sound understanding of the principles of play when planning their 
approaches to games; work effectively in small teams to choose and put into 
practice tactics for attacking and defending; recognise and explain the 
importance of getting ready for games; follow appropriate warm-up routines; 
identify the main aspects of a good performance; recognise weaknesses; suggest 
how a performance could be improved. 

Some pupils will : Offer knowledge on how skills and techniques can be practiced 
and improved. Choose and apply complex skills and techniques that are suited to 
games; use these skills and techniques fluently and precisely; plan and adapt team 
and individual tactics, varying them as the need arises; take a leading role in teams 
and have a significant impact on the games played; recognise the similarity in 
approaches between the games and adapt ideas and approaches willingly and 
easily; prepare for games, devising effective warm-up routines; understand the 
importance of cooling down; describe quality in performance clearly and precisely; 
decide how to improve different aspects of performance. 

Differentiation 
All lessons start with rugby related warm-up and re-cap work of previous lesson. 
Furthermore a verbal lesson objective will be announced a long with a breakdown 
of what success looks like within the lesson.  
Make learning as active as possible 
Give opportunities to plan tactics 
Research rules on internet 
Tasks set to cater for levels of ability 
Number of touches 
Distance from target 
Size of practice area 
Size of target 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Language for learning 
Through the activities in this unit pupils will be able to understand, use and spell 
correctly words relating to: 
• tactics, eg principles of attack and defence, finding and using space, changing 

speed, being direct, marking, covering, delaying, moving feet, watching the ball, 
following through 

• preparation, eg warming up, cooling down 
• assessment, eg collecting and analysing data 

Speaking and listening – through the activities pupils could: 
•  collaborate with others to share information and ideas, and solve problems 
PHYSICAL ME: Sport Specific  
Bronze (1-3  )Can describe basic techniques and how they are performed. Can use basic techniques in isolation and can transfer some of the skills developed to a 
competitive situation. Can demonstrate techniques usually applied with coordination and control (in isolation). Tactical awareness, understanding of rules and basic 
decision making are in development.  Can see basic the differences between their performances and others. Understands the need to warm up 
 
Silver (4-5)Can explain how techniques are performed and offer some knowledge on why certain tactics are used. Can consistently perform skills with success in isolation 
and to outwit an opponent. Can demonstrate skills successfully and begins to understand importance of strategy and tactics when attacking. Can catch and pass a ball 
most of the time.  Able to compare their own and others work and see the differences so that they can improve their own performance.  Able to explain in simple terms 
the physical effects of exercise on their body. Developing  an  understanding of the health and fitness and the importance warm up and cool down  
Gold (6-8) Can fully explain skills and techniques. Furthermore, can offer knowledge on how skills can be improved. Can consistently replicate skills with control and in 
response to opposition pressure. Able to demonstrate a sound level of tactical awareness and can respond to changing situations by changing and refining their skills and 
techniques. Can select and apply a range of skills to outwit an opponent. Can suggest ways to improve performances.  Can conduct a suitable warm up and explain why 
exercise is important for good health 
Platinum ( 9) Can perform to an exceptional standard of skill to outwit an opponent, displaying  exceptional technique when controlling the ball , running with the ball, 
passing and passing over a distance. Can place the ball with consistency and with power when shooting. Skills are performed with fluidity and look aesthetically pleasing 
when performed.  Can critique performance and make comprehensive suggestions on how to improve their own and others standards of play. Leads effectively a 3 part 
warm up with no teacher prompting and explains why exercise is good for physical and mental health 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week Learning objectives Task examples Physical ME: Learning 
Outcomes 
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Tackling technique 
TBAT: 
Year 7- Acquire knowledge of how to tackle safely in 
Rugby League  
Year 8- Develop ability to tackle safely in Rugby 
League 
Year 9 – Refine the ability to tackle effectively  
 
MY PB: Demonstrate resilience  
 
 
. 

Year 7 
Warm up –Paired strength challenges. Wheel barrow races, 
piggy back races, press up knockdown game. Stretches, 
dynamic stretches 
Ideas- Introduce correct technique for tackling. Teacher demo. 
1 v 1 Tackle Practice – Develop Kneel / Stand / Walk / Run. Run 
the Gauntlet; 3’s – 1 ball carrier, 2 tackles- one behind the 
other. Discuss the best ways to beat defenders. Dodge, use of 
speed or pass etc. Small-sided games (2vs2, 3vs3,)-recap rules. 
Differentiate pitches. i.e. some tag & tackle games – pupil opt 
for 1. Numbers game ( students all given a number. They must 
run with the ball until tackled, the next number in the sequence 
Teaching points; i.e. Cheek to cheek, Target = waist and lower,, 
keeping eyes on target, arms encircle the thighs, head and body 
position. 

Year 8 
Warm up – Student led. Paired strength challenge. Hands on 
shoulders -push partner over the line & grip each other’s hand 
– touch knees = 1 point. Recap correct technique for tackling. 
Stretches, dynamic stretches 
Ideas- 1 v 1 Tackle Practice – Develop Kneel / Stand / Walk / 
Run. Run the Gauntlet; 1 ball carrier, 1 tackler. Both start 
outside channel- on whistle both run around cone and into 
gauntlet. Highlight ways to beat defenders. Reinforce correct 
decision making at tackle situation .Numbers game  Small-sided 
games (4vs4, 5vs5) 
T.P’s;  Cheek to cheek, arms wrap around legs, push and land 
on top.  

 
Year 9 

Warm up –Strength challenge games - develop strength + 
teamwork. Stretches, dynamic stretches 
Ideas Recap correct technique for tackling.. Use tackle bags. 
Develop to 1 v 1 tackle practice – Develop from stand, walk & 
run. Develop working from marker. A follows left of the tackle 
B follows right. T.P’s aim is to  retain possession, and to create 
a quick attacking play. Discuss difference between Rugby 
league & union. Numbers game  Small-sided games (6vs6). 
T.P’s;  Cheek to cheek, arms wrap around legs, push and land 
on top. 
 

Bronze– Can state how to 
tackle safely. 
Silver-Can tackle from the front 
and side safely in isolation. 
Gold- Can tackle with good 
technique in competitive 
situations.  
Platinum- Can tackle in 
competitive situations 
consistency with outstanding 
technique.  
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 Tackling technique/Play the ball    
TBAT: 
Year 7- Acquire the ability to play the ball and 
develop tackling technique.  
Year8- Develop the ability to play the ball effectively 
develop 2 in the tackle 
Year 9- Refine ability to tackle as part of a team  
 
 
 
 
MY PB: Develop communication skills  

Year 7 
Warm up –, Strength challenge games - develop strength + 
teamwork. Stretches, dynamic stretches. Press up position-take 
partners hands away & touch knees game. First to 5 points. 
Ideas: Ball familiarisation and ball handling skills. Pairs; run out 
place ball on line (i.e. how to score a try) and run back + pop 
ball up. Dropping ball = forfeit. Develop onto small pass when 
returning back to partner. Emphasise passing from the waist, 
accuracy & control. 2v2 small games in 1 grid- tag tackle, 5 
tackles and over. Highlight importance of placement of the ball 
to score a ‘try’. Numbers game.  
T.P’s- secure the ball as you are tackled , place it down 
horizontally, roll with the sole of your foot into team mates 
hands. Recipient to be close to scoop quickly using W-shape.  

Year 8  
Warm up –Strength challenges. Tug of war - develop strength + 
teamwork, stretches and dynamic stretches.  
Ideas- Revise ball handling and ball carrying skills in small relay. 
Use pads- drive shoulder into pads and pass back to next in 
line. Progress to 2 vs 1 inside a channel. Revise ‘timing of the 
pass’ and effective support play. Small-sided games (2vs2)-
refine tackling technique- Tackle tunnel -Recap rugby league 
rules- 3v3s 4v4s. 

Year 9 
 
Warm up – Strength challenges – Bulldog- stretches and 
dynamic stretches. 
Ideas- Revisit tackling technique. Discus 2 in the tackle, working 
in 3’s  one hits high one hits low start walking in build up to a 
jog – focus communication . 3vs3 with focus on play the ball. 
4v3.  
 

 
Bronze- Can tell others how to 
’play the ball’ 
Silver- Can perform a play the 
ball with good technique  
Gold- Performs a play the 
fluidly 
Platinum- Plays the ball 
effectively without ever 
knocking on. 
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 Passing & receiving/ 2 vs 1 
TBAT: 
Year 7- Acquire knowledge of how to pass 
effectively  
Year 8- Develop the ability to pass consistently with 
accuracy  
Year 9- Refine the ability to pass with accuracy and 
range 
My PB: Working collaboratively.  

Year 7 
Warm up –. Recap prior learning – ball handling relays. 
Stretches, dynamic stretches. 
Ideas- Discuss passing on the move. Introduce idea of passing 
backwards. Passing in 2’s, 3’s, 4’s along a line with emphasis on 
passing backwards. 2v1 in a small channel-Ways to outwit an 
opponent: draw defender in and pass or fake pass. Develop to 
4v2. Aim to create an overlap to score a try. 4’s small-sided 
games- Tag Tackle. Highlight importance of depth / Target / 
Running onto ball. 
Tp’s- w grip on the ball , pass from your hip, point to the sky 
point to the floor,  step in with the foot to the side your 
passing, hands finish pointing at the target, twist towards 
target.  

Year 8 
Warm up-Recap prior training – ball handling relays. Stretches,  
dynamic stretches.  
Ideas- colour grid. Students are to work in groups of 4 in a 
square with each side a different colour of cones. When a 
colour is called that group have to make it across the grid – one 
defender in the middle. Highlight more advanced types of pass. 
2 v 1, demo scissors & dummy scissors pass. Progress to 3 vs 1 - 
miss pass along the line. Discuss need to draw defender in to 
create space + running onto ball. Small-sided games (5vs5)-
recap rules 
T.P’s; ball across body, accuracy & control 

Year 9 
Warm up-Recap prior training – ball handling relays. 
Stretches,  dynamic stretches.  
Ideas- Auckland grid- run to centre of grid + pass right and 
follow. Repeat but to left. T.P’s; ball across body, accuracy & 
control. Highlight more advanced types of pass. 2 v 1, demo 
scissors & dummy scissors pass. Progress to 3 vs 1 - miss pass 
along the line. Discuss need to draw defender in to create 
space + running onto ball. Small-sided games (5vs5)-recap rules 

 

Bronze- Can tell others how to  
show a successful pass and 
receive the ball 
Silver – Can pass using correct 
technique with accuracy.  
Gold– Can use passing in a 
game situation and within the 
rules 
Platinum- Can pass off both 
sides of the body with fluidity 
and range.  
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Passing/Use of width. 
TBAT:  
Year 7- Acquire knowledge of how to use space in 
rugby league.  
Year 8- Develop the ability to play the ball wide 
Year 9- Refine the ability to create space using width 
 
MY PB:  Work collaboratively to demonstrate 
teamwork.  

All years 
Warm up – Student led.  
Ideas-Recap prior learning – Colour grid. 4 teams. 1 runs to 
middle + passes right & joins own queue. Running and release 
of the ball with active defenders. 2v1, 4v2 aiming to create an 
overlap. Introduce the ‘side step’ to give the attackers another 
option. In a 2v1 situation ball carrier can opt to pass or fake to 
pass and side step the defender. Small-sided games 
conditioned with a wing channel when a player receives the 
ball in here they cannot be tackled.  
TP’s- what is the benefit of getting the ball wide?  

Bronze- Can describe why its 
important to use width.  
Silver – Begin to use tactics in a 
game situation. 
Gold– Tactically runs with the 
ball to gain an advantage for 
their team. 
Platinum- implements tactics 
for their team that effects the 
outcomes of games.  
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Assessment point  
TBAT: Evaluate your own performance in Rugby 
League.  
MY PB: develop ability to evaluate performance  

All Years.  
Warm up- Student led.  
Ideas- Tackle tunnel, 2v2, 4v4, 6v6. Provide opportunities for 
self-assessment.   
Tps- Remind students of assessment criteria, question students 
assessment of themselves.  

 

6 
 
 
 

Misconception / corrections lesson.  
 
The learning intention for this lesson will vary from 
group to group depending on common 
misconceptions or areas for improvement.  

  

7 

Attacking/outwitting an opponent 
TBAT:  
Year 7- Acquire knowledge of ways to outwit an 
opponent in rugby 
Year 8- Develop the ability to outwit an opponent in 
various ways.  
Year 9- Refine the ability to outwit an opponent in 
various ways.  
 
MYPB: Demonstrate creativity and innovation of 
tactics and strategies  

Warm up – Student led.  
Ideas-1 v 1 in small grid-. Try to beat and outwit partner to 
score a try using spins, dummies, sidesteps and changes of 
pace. Teaching points; assess opponents strengths. further 
development 2vs2-same space. Small-sided games (5vs5)-recap 
rules. Differentiate pitches. i.e. some tag & tackle games – pupil 
opt for 1.   
TPs Run hard, Run straight.  
 

Bronze– Use passing and 
tackling to outwit an opponent 
Silver– Make good decisions 
within a game to outwit an 
opponent 
Gold – Recognise strengths and 
weaknesses and use these in a 
game 
Platinum- Implements tactics to 
take advantage of strengths and 
weaknesses consistently in 
game situations.  
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Assessment 
TBAT: Perform to the best of your ability 
MY PB: Demonstrate effective evaluation.  
 

Warm up – Student led.  
Assessment; Aukland grid, Colour grid  
4vs4 6v6 ladders tournament. 
 13vs13 
Provide opportunity for students to peer assess.  

Bronze – Can describe 
techniques and tactics 
developed across the unit  
Silver- Can Perform skills and 
shows tactical understanding in 
isolation (within Drills) 
Gold- Can perform techniques 
and tactics learnt across the 
unit consistently when in a 
competitive situation.  
Platinum- Can perform 
techniques to an exceptional 
standard and design/implement 
tactics that influence the 
outcomes of competitive 
situations.  

 


